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Chapter 4 

Preface to the Abstracts 

4.1 Introduction 

In the Continuous and the Commented Slavic manuscripts of the Apostolus, the Pauline 
Epistles, the Catholic Epistles and the Acts are almost always preceded by introducti
ons, or cziCÂANMtA as they are practically invariably called in Slavic. These abstracts 
(Greek: imoGéoetç, Latin: argumenta) are transmitted as a part of the so-called "Eut-
halian Apparatus", believed to be composed in Greek by Euthalius (IVth. cent.), known 
as "the deacon" (diaconus, ôICXKOVOç), of whom little else is known.1 This Euthalian 
Apparatus, as a whole or in parts, is present in numerous Greek New Testament manu
scripts and it includes—apart from the abstracts of single Epistles such as we find in 
the Slavic manuscripts—prologues to the Actus, to the Pauline Epistles and the Catho
lic Epistles, chapter lists, quotation lists, lection tables2, a Martyrium Pauli and other 
literary notes. This material is present in other versions too.3 It has been argued, ho
wever, that the abstracts do not belong to the original redaction of Euthalius' materials 
(Willard 1970, pp. 92-97). This uncertainty concerning the authorship is reinforced 
by the fact that roughly the same text of the Greek abstracts is found also under the 
name of Oecumenius, bishop of Tricca.4 Since the Greek text of the imóöeaeic, ascri
bed to Euthalius and Oecumenius is essentially identical, I have treated the text as one 
common source with variants in the present part of my work. 

CPG nr. 6340-6342. See F. L. Cross (ed.), 1997, s. v. Euthalius; also Maria Grazia Bianco in W. Kaspar 
(ed.) 1995, s. v. Euthalios; also Metzger 1992, p. 25. Other parts of the Euthalian apparatus are also 
present in a number of the Slavic MSS that figure as witnesses for the Epistle text in Part I of this book, 
but I have not taken these into consideration here. 
These lections do not appear to have any connection with the lessons for reading in church, because they 
are quite large, (e.g. ICor. is divided in five lections) cf. Robinson 1895, p. 15. 
A complete survey with a short description and discussion in Willard, 1970. The author (p. 128-145) 
comments only on the Armenian, Syriac, Gothic and Latin versions and does not even mention the Slavic 
version. The reliability of the data in this book for the Slavic version is therefore limited. Furthermore, 
his main concern is with the prologues, lection lists, quotation lists and the chapter lists. 
CPG nr. 7471. See F L. Cross (ed.) 1997, s. v. Oecumenius; also J. Schmid in J. Höfer (ed.) 1962, s.v. 
Oikumenios. 
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72 CHAPTER 4. PREFACE TO THE ABSTRACTS 

Because these abstracts are present in a major part of the tradition of witnesses for 
the Slavic Apostolus that I am dealing with, I shall treat them as such. I shall consider 
the question of the authorship of the Greek originals and the possible effects of the 
outcome of that discussion for the Slavic translations below. 

I have selected the text of the Slavic translation of the abstracts of all the Pauline 
Epistles, because these Epistles form the kernel of the Short Lectionary Apostolus. 
The method I adopted was much the same as with the text of the Lectionary Apostolus 
itself: I made computer transcripts of the text from the manuscripts (mostly in the 
form of photographs or microfilms), made collations of these readings by means of the 
computer and constituted and refined an intermediate text as the text of the abstract. 
Several facts made the work on the abstracts more difficult than was the case with the 
main Epistle text: 

• 

• 

• 

the number of witnesses is smaller, because the Lectionary Apostolus MSS do 
not contain abstracts, so the intermediate text has a meagre base; 

it soon appeared that there were at least two versions of the translated text. 
Strictly speaking, this further reduced the number of witnesses for each variant, 
because the available witnesses had to be divided over two versions; 

the text is not divided into chapters and verses like the Epistle text itself and so 
a division into syntagms had to be imposed for the computer-collation and for 
internal reference; 

the Greek text as it is ascribed to Euthalius and Oecumenius was not (and is 
still not) available in an adequate critical edition, so many questions about the 
original Greek text remain open, especially the relationship between the versions 
ascribed to Euthalius and Oecumenius. 

Notwithstanding these difficulties, I present here the first edition of the Slavic trans
lation of the abstracts of the Pauline Epistles that form the sources for the Short Aposto
lus Lectionary, keeping the same boundaries as in the Epistle text in the first part of this 
book. The Epistles concerned are those to the Romans, the 1st and 2nd to the Corinthi
ans, to the Galatians, to the Ephesians, to the Colossians, the 1st to the Thessalonians, 
the 1st and 2nd to Timothy, and to the Hebrews. 

First I will consider the sources for the text in Greek and Slavic, some problems 
concerning the authorship of the supposed Greek original, several general features 
of the abstracts and their Slavic translation. Next I give a description of lexical and 
morphological features of the Slavic versions and the subsequent consequences for the 
presentation of the abstracts. Then follows the text of the Greek and the Slavic ab
stracts with critical notes for the part of the Apostolus that was the source for the Short 
Apostolos Lectionary. 
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4.2 The Greek Text 

4.2.1 Sources of the Greek Text 

The Greek text of Euthalius' version of the vnoQéoeic, was first printed by Zacagni 
(Zacagni 1698, pp. 443-708), whose text including the notes was for the main part 
reprinted by Migne (Migne 1864, 85, 619-790). Subsequently, Von Soden also publis
hed the full Greek texts of the vjioQéoeiq (Von Soden 1911, pp. 339-360). Almost 
the same tOToSÉoeiç are found under the name of Oecumenius, bishop of Tricca in 
Thessaly, from the Vlth (?) century, to whom Commentaries on the Revelation, Acts, 
Catholic and Pauline Epistles are also ascribed. The text of these commentaries is also 
published by Migne. The dating of the bishop of Tricca is uncertain (varying from the 
IVth to the Xth century) and there is general agreement that larger parts of the com
mentaries ascribed to him in Migne (T. 118 and 119) stem from an anonymous catena 
of the VHIth century. There is no mention of the \)7io0éoeiç found alongside the com
mentaries in Migne's edition of Oecumenius.5 Since there are no recent editions of 
these Greek texts, I give the Greek text of the abstracts from the editions of Euthalius 
and Oecumenius by Migne, with an occasional reference to the edition by Von Soden. 
As a rule, the text presented is Migne's Euthalian text, with the variants from the text 
ascribed to Oecumenius in the footnotes. 

Variants in the Greek text are only sparsely indicated by the editors and I regret to 
say that an adequate apparatus criticus is thoroughly lacking in the mentioned editions 
(Zacagni, Migne, Von Soden; on Oecumenius' variant of the abstracts no notes figure 
at all in Migne's volumes 118 and 119). Because this is not an investigation into the 
history of the Greek Û7io0£a£iç, I can do no more than repeat the textual remarks and 
footnotes recorded in the mentioned editions of the Greek text and attempt to formulate 
some conclusions for the Slavic translation as it is present in the manuscripts. 

4.2.2 The Authorship of the Abstracts 

There is widespread doubt as to whether the abstracts should be included in the original 
version of the Euthalian Apparatus and the fact that approximately the same Greek 
abstracts are attributed to Oecumenius makes it all the less probable that Euthalius 
should be their sole author.6 According to Willard there are three main reasons for not 
including the Greek abstracts in the original edition of the Euthalian material: 

1. there is no mention of the abstracts in any of the Euthalian prologues to the larger 
parts of the N. T., e.g. the Acts and the Pauline Epistles; 

See F. L. Cross (ed.) 1997, s. v. Oecumenius, who dates the bishop of Tricca to the Xth century; the same 
bishop is dated to the IVth century by J. Schmid, in J. Höfer (ed.) 1962, s.v. Oikumenios. Neither article 
mentions the abstracts at all, let alone as an achievement of Euthalius or Oecumenius. Metzger (1992, 
p. 25) mentions Euthalius with reference to the abstracts, but is silent about Oecumenius. Zacagni, 
however, repeatedly points to Oecumenius as another editor or compiler of the hypotheseis (1698, e.g. 
pp. lxxvi and 402). Texts of Oecumenius in Migne 1893, T. 118, 318-1168 and 1881, T. 119,9-273. 
Willard 1970, pp. 92-97. There is no mention of Oecumenius' variant of the abstracts in this book. See 
also J. A. Robinson 1895, p. 20, who follows Matthaei and Dobschiitz in identifying the abstracts as 
interpolations into the Euthalian work from the Synopsis by S. Athanasius. 
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2. data in the abstracts concerning the places where some of the Epistles have been 
written contradict the postscripts attached to those same Epistles; 

3. there is substantial variation between the chief point or points noted in several 
abstracts and those in the summaries of the Epistles in the prologue to the Pauline 
Epistles. 

These facts could not all immediately be verified for the Slavic abstracts, but I 
have checked the points of disagreement between the abstracts presented in this chap
ter and the postscripts about the place where the Epistles were written (argument 2). 
According to Willard (loc. cit.), conflicting data occur in the Greek sources of the 
Euthalian material concerning the following Epistles: 

A. 1 Corinthians; written in Ephesus according to the abstract, but coming from 
Philippi in the postscript and the source list following the short quotation list. 

B. 2 Corinthians; from Macedonia in the abstract, but from Philippi according to 
the other two sources. 

C. 2 Thessalonians; from Rome according to the abstract, from Athens in the post
script and the source list. 

D. 1 Timothy; in a number of Greek manuscripts referred to as coming from Mace
donia in the abstract, but emendated by Migne7 to Laodicea, also its place of 
origin according to the postscript in most Greek manuscripts. 

A perfunctory check of the Slavic manuscripts used in this study shows that for A 
(ICor.) all relevant manuscripts (F A L W K C Tf P30)8 agree with the Greek examples 
and show the same discrepancy between abstract and postscript concerning the place 
where it was written. 

In case B (2 Cor.) all manuscripts suggest Macedonia in the abstract as the place 
where the Epistle was written, the postscripts in W C Tf P30 and K give Philippi as the 
place of origin of the Letter; in F A L, however, no postscripts are found. 

For C (2 Thess.) the abstracts in all manuscripts give Rome as the place of origin, 
while Athens figures as such in the postscripts; F A L again lack the postscript. 

In case D (1 Tim.) at first glance only the manuscript K shares the discrepancy of a 
part of the Greek tradition by reading Macedonia in the argument; unfortunately, there 
is no postscript at the end of the Epistle in this manuscript. All other manuscripts (F A 
L W C Tf P30) clearly mention Laodicea as the place of writing for the Epistle in the 
abstract, sometimes even adding "in Phrygia", without parallel from the Greek, as if 

Migne 1864, 85, 780, note 20: "in this way this place seems to be necessarily emendated according to 
Aldus' and Stephanus' and other editions, although in the Complutensis and the Erasmian editions and 
the written manuscripts from the Vatican library, which I consulted, Maiceôoviaç, is found, contrary to 
what is written in the postscript of the Epistle in the same manuscripts, where is said that it was written 
from Laodicea". Zacagni and subsequently Migne thus already notice this contradiction; Von Soden, 
1911, p. 347, simply mentions the variant. 
OB does not figure in this list, because no postscripts are printed in the edition used for this book. 
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they want to exclude any misunderstanding in this respect. Correspondingly, the Slavic 
postscripts also have Laodicea as the place of origin for the Epistle. 

For the Slavic tradition, these findings mean that the Greek original was translated 
with an uncritical attitude toward the source-text in this respect and the consistency 
between what was said in the abstract and the contents of the postscript appears to have 
been of lesser importance to the scribes. It has to be admitted that this attitude can also 
be observed occasionally in the treatment of the main Apostolus text (e. g. the ren
dering of "Areopagos" in all Slavic sources by "ice of Ares"; see Actus, 17, 19, etc.). 
Because I treat the abstracts as a component of the Slavic tradition of the Apostolos, 
the authorship of the Greek original is of secondary importance for my research. This 
factor gains some more weight, however, when variants in the Slavic text can possibly 
be retraced to one of the Greek variants, viz. supposed author (in casu Euthalius or Oe-
cumenius, cf. below "Two Slavic Versions, C"). I consider the Greek text as stemming 
from an anonymous source, most commonly falsely ascribed to Euthalius (IVth cent.) 
or interpolated into his work from the Synopsis of S. Athanasius (cf. Robinson 1895) 
and almost certainly not written by Oecumenius (IVth?), to whom the abstracts are also 
ascribed. For convenience's sake I shall continue to speak incidentally of the "Eutha-
lian abstracts", but the reader should be aware that this is a questionable designation. 

4.3 The Slavic Translation 

4.3.1 The sources 

The abstracts are called skazania (CZICAZANMW, plur cziCAZANMtA) in Slavic by most sour
ces, but the word np-EAZCAOBW« is also used9, and once even the word npOAorz occurs10. 
Speaking about them in general, I refer to them as abstracts. As no edition of these 
texts is extant, they all had to be read from the manuscripts themselves, viz. pho
tographs or microfilms of them. Recourse to the manuscripts themselves proved a 
necessity, because from library catalogues or even editions of singular manuscripts it 
is often difficult to infer whether a certain manuscript contains abstracts or not, since 
they are not always mentioned. A good example for the hazards that await the resear
cher is the MS Hilferding 14, from S. Petersburg RNB: on superficial inspection, this 
manuscript seems to contain abstracts for all the Epistles, but a detailed reading shows 
that abstracts are only provided for the Catholic Epistles, not the Pauline. 

As I have already stated, the abstracts are present only in the continuous (F A L 
W) and the commented manuscripts (C Tf P30). These abstracts also are present in 
K (not for the Epistle to the Romans, Galatians, Ephesians, Hebrews) and H, but in 
this last one not for the Pauline Epistles. The Maticin Apostolus does not contain the 
abstracts, as inspection of the facsimile edition of this MS revealed." The Apostolos 
manuscript T—also of the continuous type—does also not contain abstracts, judging 

9 TS version at 1C and Ro. 
10 KinlC. 
11 Bogdanovic 1981. 
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from the microfiches that go with the edition of it used for this book. 
Abstracts do not figure in the Lectionary Apostolus manuscripts (B S O Z J P Q 

R), which were used for the edition of the main Epistle text of the Short Apostolus 
Lectionary. The number of witnesses for the Slavic translation of the abstracts of the 
Epistles that form the sources of the Short Lectionary is thus limited to eight: F, A, L, 
W, C, K, Tf, P30.12 In order to increase the number of witnesses, I have also taken 
into account the text of the abstracts as they are printed in the Bible of Ostrog (OB).13 

As I have said above, I have limited myself to the abstracts of the Epistles that form 
the sources of the Short Apostolus Lectionary for the weeks from Pentecost to the 
beginning of the Great Lent. 

4.3.2 General Observations on the Text 

The text of the abstracts is highly formulaic, especially so in the opening and closing 
lines. This is a common characteristic of poetry which stems from an oral tradition, 
e.g. the Iliad and Odyssey by Homer in Ancient Greek. It applies here, because the 
opening and closing text of all the abstracts follows a fixed pattern. The middle part of 
an abstract is not formulaic, because there the contents and the issues of each Epistle 
are dwelt upon and at that moment the Slavic translators had to apply all their under
standing of the Greek example, which proved difficult enough, as will be clear from a 
number of cases below. 

The pattern of the beginning and closing lines is: 

1. "Introduction to the ... Epistle". 

2. "This (Epistle) he writes from... " (follows a city or country's name) 

3. "The reason for this Epistle is the following..."14 

4. "And first he... ; then . . . ;" etc. follows the main content of the text. 

5. "Seeing/knowing this, the Apostle writes this (teaching) Epistle" 

6. "In the end he writes (teaching) words (on ethics) and in this way he concludes 
the Epistle." 

The formulaic ending of the abstract is absent from two Epistles: Colossians and 
Hebrews. In the Greek abstract of the Epistle to the Colossians there is an addition 
about the obligation to read the Epistle to the people in Laodicea too, and attached to 
the abstract of the Epistle to the Hebrews is an excursus on the genuity of this Epistle.15 

The additional sentence in the abstract of the Epistle to the Colossians is present in all 
Slavic witnesses, but the excursus on the authorship of the Epistle to the Hebrews 
figures only in C Tf and P30, the Commented manuscripts. 

12 Tf and P30 have—unlike the continuous MSS—the Catholic Epistles located after the Pauline Epistles. 
13 Biblija 1581; repr. Moskva 1988. 
14 This item is missing from the abstract of the Epistle to the Romans. 
15 Willard 1970, p. 93. 
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4.3.3 Two Slavic Versions: CS and TS 

At least two versions of the Slavic translation of the abstracts can be distinguished, that 
in the Continuous manuscripts (CS) and that in the Commented manuscripts (TS). They 
are distinguished by a number of recurrent peculiarities in their vocabulary, morpho
logy and syntax. The most important feature of the TS version (consisting of the manu
scripts C Tf P30 and K) is that it is significantly shorter than CS (consisting of F A L W 
and OB), which follows the Greek text more closely. Traditionally, this state of affairs 
is explained by assuming the two versions to represent two independent translations, 
each possibly made from a different Greek exemplar. For the Slavic translation of the 
Gospels and the Apostolos this kind of explanation has led to the theory mentioned 
above (see: "Preface to the Epistle Text, Grouping of the Manuscripts") that there have 
been several redactions or rather recensions16—the number of four is most frequently 
used—of these texts. This theory has its base in the Slavic Gospel text (Horâlek 1959). 
Voskresenskij has proposed the same system of four redactions for the Apostolos, too 
(Voskresenskij 1896, 1904, 1906). In my own opinion, it is hazardous in the first place 
to transfer a theory from one text (the Gospel) to another (the Apostolos) and from 
there to yet another (the abstracts of the Epistles), because the two parts of the New 
Testament seem to have undergone a quite different treatment in the Slavic tradition, 
let alone the non-biblical accompanying texts, which have not received any scholarly 
attention up to now. Secondly, the number of redactions is difficult to establish: the 
second, and third redactions of Voskresenskij contain a very limited number of repre
sentatives and Kaluzniacki even assumed five redactions of the Apostolos text in his 
edition of the Christinopolitanus (Kaluzniacki 1896). Thirdly, my textual findings in 
the lessons from the Synaxarion from Pentecost to Great Lent (see Part I) only reveal 
a distinction between the lectionary, commented and continuous manuscript-groups. 
They provide no basis for any supposed historical development of the text, whether 
or not by way of a series of recensions or redactions. In several cases, the Epistle 
text of the Apostolos manuscripts F A L W reveals a vocabulary that meets several of 
Horâlek's criteria for a "Fourth Recension" in the Gospels, or, as some would like it 
to be called, a general review of the Slavic Bible translation, and so also involving the 
Apostolos text at the turn of the XHI/XIVth century (EAàroBUCTOEàNkite for £BàNreAW€, 
noczAàNbNMO for AnocTOAZ, etc.; cf. above "Grouping of the Manuscripts, The FALW 
Group" and Alekseev 1986). 

For the abstracts however, I believe the model of recensions or even a retranslation 
does not apply, for the following reasons: 

A. In large parts, the texts of CS and TS are identical, averaging 42% of the total 
number of word forms in the ten abstracts under review here. This makes it 
implausible to consider either as a totally new translation. 

B. There are several instances in which the text of TS only can be seen as dependent 
upon a text represented by CS. 

16 Anyhow, I prefer the less far reaching term "recension" and I will speak of "redaction" only when I 
quote other people's theories. 
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The first is 1C26:17 

Gr 5ià 5è x6 àyanàv amoùç zr\v eyKpaxeiav 
And because they loved self-restraint, 
C S à ZANK * e AWEHTkl TfcMZ BZZApbîKàNHI« 

T S iZZ N6 AWEAA^Z EZZApbJKANHK. 

Here the text of TS ("I did not love self-restraint") is the result of missegmenta-
tion and misinterpretation of the text of CS, which is an acceptable translation of 
the Greek. TS disqualifies itself as an independent translation here. 

Another example is from Ef 10: 

Gr ypa^ei rcpàç aùxoùç TaUTnv Trrv èTUOTOATIV woTtep Ka-rnxriTiKriv. 
wrote this Epistle to them as an admonishing one. 
C S nklWeTZ KZ NHMZ CW€ nOCZAANW€ (AlCO^e OVfHMTCAbNO. 

T S riHiiieTZ KZNkim nocbiAMA c m e orAMUàu M^Z. 

Here iczNHrH ("books") in TS can not be the result of a new (faulty) translation, 
but goes back to a misreading from almost the same string of characters in CS 
("unto them"); the scriptio continua made it look like one word. 

A third instance is found in Hb 28: 

Gr <ai à7to8e^àuevoç cràxcuv xrçv 5ià xôv Xpioxôv UTIOUOVTIV, 

and having acknowledged their suffering on behalf of Christ 
CS M npMMMZ TE^Z K*e £A ^pHCTA TpblTKNklK 

T S H npbßOK H (̂Z l€?K6 M ̂ pMCTA A t A f A Tpbn-ENMl« 

Here CS translates à7toôe^àuevoç adequately with npMMMZ ("acknowledging"), 
but ra's npbßow ("firstly") is totally inadequate and can only be explained as a 
misreading of the double ii in the participle from CS, written in Glagolitic: fbss, 
read as rb-ei? (= npbß, "first"). 

C. The text of the Greek original is subject to variation: the Greek \OTO0eaevc are 
found in the tradition under the name of Euthalius and Oecumenius. If CS or ra 
were to be a new translation from the Greek, one would expect it to follow the 
one or the other Greek version, as ascribed to Oecumenius or Euthalius. This is 
not the case, since traces of the Greek text according to Euthalius and Oecume
nius can be found in both CS and ra, if differences in the Slavic can be related 
to a corresponding Greek differentiation at all. Of a total of twenty instances of 
such traceable differences, I counted one item where CS and ra agree with Eut
halius, three where CS and ra agree with Oecumenius, another two agreements 
of CS with Euthalius, where ra goes with Oecumenius, yet three agreements in 
variation of ra with Euthalius, whereas the relation of CS remains unclear, and 
a majority of eleven agreements of ra with the Greek text of Euthalius, where 

17 To distinguish the Epistles themselves from their abstracts, I use different (shorter) abbreviations to 
denote the abstracts, if necessary followed by the syntagm-number from the next chapter. See also: 
"List of Abbreviations". 

file:///OTO0eaevc
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CS agrees with the Greek in Oecumenius. It has to be borne in mind that these 
are low figures in view of the total length of text involved and that the greater 
part of the variants in the Slavic text has no Greek counterparts while yet another 
significant part of the Slavic text is identical in TS and CS. 

Moreover, many variations in the Greek of Euthalius and Oecumenius have left 
no trace in the Slavic text at all. I omit the variations in the first syntagms of 
every abstract, because they may have been part of the rubrication and received 
a treatment different from the rest of the text (see the apparatus for details). 
Untraceable variations of the Greek text are found in e.g.: Ro 5, 8, 29, 30; 1C 
12, 37. This is a not an exhaustive list, and details can be found in the apparatus 
that goes with the text in the next chapter. It should also be remarked that there 
are several Greek variations which are imperceptible in the Slavic translation 
due to the nature of the language (missing articles, differentiation in tense of a 
participle, etc.). 

D. Several variations in both Slavic versions arise from the misreading of an exem
plar written in Glagolitic. Apart from the last instance quoted above under B, the 
following instances may be mentioned: 

(a) the variation between rocnoAà ("Lord") and p̂MCTà ("Christ"), viz. with 
different case-endings, is most easily explained from the Glagolitic abbre
viations i+ and b+, respectively (e.g. 1C 38, 2C 27). 

(b) the variant rocnoAA (Gl: *+) easily leads to sor& (Gl: e+,"God"). This 
occurs 2C 9, ITh 28,. 

(c) the ending -A, A plur, can be misread as -6MZ, D plur, when Glagolitic 3* 
is wrongly segmentated into axe; e. g.: Ro 24, 25. 

E. There are a number of misimprovements of the Slavic text, from CS to TS, or 
more frequently, from a common source text into one or both of the Slavic ver
sions. 

I interpret these differences to mean that CS and TS are not two independent trans
lations from one or more Greek originals, but that they represent two renderings of 
one Slavic source translation. The existence of such a source translation is suggested 
(see A above) by the cases of textual identity between CS and TS. It would be highly 
improbable that independent translators should have produced an identical translation 
from the same, let alone from a different Greek original. I refer especially to identical 
syntagms in the parts of abstracts, which do not form part of the "formulaic" opening 
or closing sentences: e.g. Ro 12, 38/9, 42, 52, 59, 74, 1C 14, 2C 24, Eph 21, 26, IT 5, 
10, 2T 11, 15, 24/5, 32, Hb 18. This is a general interpretation, for which I shall pro
duce more detailed evidence in the following pages, based on specific features on the 
lexical and on the morphological level. These features are assembled here to establish 
the CS and TS renderings of the abstracts and to elucidate the existence of a common 
Slavic source translation. 
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4.4 Lexical features of CS and TS 

Important lexical features of CS and TS are: 

1. The use of noczAANMW in CS instead of enHCTOAMtA TS in the following places: Ro 
1, 2C 32, 2C 4, Ef 1, Ef 25, Ef 30, Ga 1, Ga 23, 2C 1, Co, Co 4, Co 7, Co 29, 
ITh l,lTh 3, ITh 11, ITh 29, ITh 30, IT 1, IT 3, IT 8, IT 42, 2T1, 2T3, 2T6, 
2T36, Hb 1, Hb 3, Hb 9, Hb 30. Unlike the findings in CS, where enncT0AMr& 
does not occur, there are a few instances of ITOCZAANMK in TS: IC 4, 5, 42, Ga 3, 
Ef4. 

2. The choice of noseA-KBATM in CS for a number of synonyms in TS 18. 

noBeA-KTM OVjESAMTM 

nOBEA-fcTH npMBÊCTM 

nOBSA^BATM BÊA'KTM 

nOBÊA-ËBATM np-ETMTM 

nOBÊA'BBATM EÏAMTM 

nOBêA-BBATM HMNMTM 

2T 29 jtpoTpeyàuevoç 
Hb 27 7tpoTpev|/o|i£voç 
2C 25 7tpoTpé7ierai 
ITh 26 Tcpo-tpérccov 
IT 7 TtpoTpÉTtei 
IT 17 ôiaxctooev 
The majority (the first four) of these occurrences is in the formulaic ending of 
the abstracts, where the text deals with "admonishing them about the ethics". It 
appears that CS has a fixed translation for the verb npoxpeTieiv, whereas TS tries 
to introduce some variation, without altering the meaning. 
The same kind of phenomenon —CS offering a uniform translation and TS pre
senting a variation in the same place—can be observed in the following examp
les, where CHK / CMIA, BẐ B-ECTMTM, BZNMMATM and ZAnoB-fcAATM are found in CS, 
while TS presents a scala of synonyms. 

Ef 13 Tceurnv CMK ce 

IT 7 TOÛXO CHtë TO 

Ro60 rama CMfA CMM 

G a 7 TOÙTO c u r a TO 

IT 3 ccür/n CHIA CM 

IT 16 taùxa c u r * A 0 TOMb 

Hb 3 CrÜ TT) CklIA CM 

IT 38 rcapaYYeiAaç BZ^BTiCTMTM Z,Anp-ETMTM 

Hb 12 ànayyeiXmciv BZZ.B-KCTHTM CZnOB'EA'KTM 

G a l 8 npoaéxeiv BZNMMATM nOCAOVflUATM 

IT 26 Tipoaéxeiv BZNMMATM EAfOCTM 

IT 34 rcpoaéxew BZNMMATM n0CAOV|UJATM 

2T22 npooéxeiv BZNMMATM EAK3CTM 

2C30 7iapayYeiA,aç ZAnOBTiAATM Z.Anp-BTMTM 

2T34 jtapfiveoe Z,AnOBTiAATM NAKAZ.ATM 

1C41 napayyéXkEY ^AnOBSAOBATM npSTMTM 

18 Here and on following pages in the columns from the left: place, Greek, CS, TS. 
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3. The use of npone^ for a number of equivalents in TS: 

R 56 A-outóv npoH6i€ KZ TOMOV[ 
1C 36 Xoinóv npOHei€ riMCU 
1C 23 A.017IÓV nponete TAHC 

From the foregoing examples I conclude that CS has one standard translation for 
a given Greek original and that TS in the same circumstances tries to introduce 
contextual variation.19 

4. TS has its cases of "minimal variation" too: a predilection for the use of AA is 
observed in the following cases. 

2C 12 ovv OVfBO AA 

Ga7 Toivuv OVfEO AA 

Ef9 TOÎ.VUV OVfEO A A TO 

IT 7 Sé JK6 AA 

Hb 7 T£ *e AA 

Co 7 loivuv OVjKO AA 

1C7 KCù Xoinóv M npone^ AA ovpe 

For another predominant use of AA in TS, see below under "A Special Case: the 
Treatment of the Greek Infinitive". 

In Co 32 and ITh 7 AA is used in TS without equivalent in CS and the Greek. 

5. At the lexical level too, the rendering of Greek cmucaveiv or other forms of the 
same verb in CS and TS is remarkable. There are seven cases, of which the same 
Slavic verb is chosen three times (NAZ.NAM6NOBATM) by CS and TS (Ef 22, Co 10, 
2T 30) and three where NAZ.NAM6NOBATM is the choice of CS (Ro 6, Co 17, Hb 
25) but where TS has another verb (CZKA^OBATM) or is lacking (Ro 6, Co 17); and 
in one case, 2T 7, TS has NAZ.NAM6NOV[1€TZ, whereas CS has cziCAZ.ovfi€TZ. This 
strong presence of NAZNAMSNOBATM is, in my view, an indication that this verb was 
the translation for cmucdveiv in the common Slavic source translation and thus 
found its way into both CS and TS. 

6. The use of czKONbHABATM in CS, where TS has czBphiUATM. This is also usual in the 
formulaic ending of the abstracts, quite often immediately following the item 2 
above (noB6ASBATM): 2C 32, Ga 23, 1T42, 2T 36, Hb 30. 

7. The use of SAAroĝ CTOBANW« for esANreAMi«. This phenomenon has its corollary 
in the main Epistle text, where it is almost a textual commonplace (See Preface 
to Part I of this book). There, the occurrence of the one or the other word is 
highly decisive for the attribution of the manuscript to the Continuous, viz. the 
Lectionary type of manuscript. The alternation of these words is attested only 
twice in the abstracts: Co 18, Hb 6. This is remarkably sporadic, because it is 
one of the commonest features in the main Epistle text of the manuscripts F A 

19 The phenomenon in CS could be labeled as "minimal synonymy" , or "minimal variat ion"; cf. be low 

"Edi t ing in CS and TS" and Spasova 1994. 
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L W, distinguishing this group from the other manuscripts. It can be explained 
by the fact that the word eiJayyéXiov figures only three times in the Greek text 
of the abstracts. The only other occurrence apart from the passages mentioned is 
Ef 22, where CS and TS have EAAroB-KCTW« and EAàroB-EmeNW«, respectively. 

The use of MAOAOJKbpeNi« or MAOAOTp-bEENkmA in CS where TS has a form with 
icovfMMpz. This is found in 1C 10, 11, 28: 

1C 10 etôcûÀÊia 
IC 11 el8a>A.ó6"UTOv 

IC 28 eiScoAÓGmov 

MAOAOTp-EEbNMUà 

MAOAOJKbpeNHK 

HAOAOJKbpËNklt« 

KOVfMMpbNHUa 

(COVfMMpZ 

ICOVjMMpbNMICZ 

KOVfMMpOMZ 

nO^pbTBMK 

4.5 Morphosyntactic Features of CS and TS 

The way CS translates the Greek Ôé is distinctively opposed to the TS version of the 
Slavic translation of the abstracts. This is very obvious in the formulaic passage : 

r| 5è 7tpo<j)ao"iç, BUNA JK6 A BMHNA 20 

This formulaic translation is found in 2C 3, Ga 3, Ef 4, Co 4, 1 Th 3, IT 3, 2T 3, 
Hb 3. To a certain extent, this feature can also be observed in the text of the Epistles 
themselves: it is present in the translation of 5é in Gal. 5, 22 (Saturday of week 27), 
where Kàprcoç ôé is translated by riAOAZ *>e in F A L W (= CS) and by A riAOAZ in H T 
D C Tf P30, which MSS include the TS group. Another example is found in the Lesson 
for the Saturday of week 33 (2Tim. 2, 16), where xàç 5è ßeßriAOUc (Kevo<t>Q)viaç) is 
rendered by A acspbNArA in a group of manuscripts, under which are Tf and P30 (C is 
lacking the passage altogether) and by ctCBpbNH)(Z îKê in F A and K (ciCBpbNArA).21 

Another remarkable morphosyntactical feature is the use of prepositions in CS, 
compared with the mere case-endings in TS. I list the following instances: 

Ef 18 8 i ' àv9pcû7tou OTZ HbAOß-ßlCA HbAOB-BKOMb 

2T10 ©V OTZ NM)(Z»e HJK6 

Ga22 eiç xà f|0r| 0 OEhlHAMXZ OSbIHAkIMZ 

Ro49 TO övoua OTZ HM6N6 HM€N6 

2C 11 eiç TOùç àyio-uç KZ CBATbIMMZ CBATblM^Z 

1C20 èv epycp 

Kai ô w â i i e t 

SZ A'KA'E M CMA-E A^AOMb M CklAOlTF. 

1C 17 èv <|>pov"na£i BZ M^ApOCTM M MffiApOCTklrffi H 

Kai yvcûoxi pA^OVfM-B pà^OVfMOMb 

2 0 In 1C 5: noczAiNMK «e- ceM0\j CZK^&NHW reCTZ ce. In Hb we also find xe postpositioned in CS and 

prepositioned H in TS. 
21 L distorts the picture, reading the text of the TS redaction there, but its variation may well be coincidental. 
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IC 20 év Aóyo) BZ CAOBêCM CAOBOMb 

IC 12 jXéaaaiç, BZ (A£bllCbl IA£bllCbl 

2 C 7 7 iapd "uvcov OTZ N-ËKbll4XZ KblMMM 

Ef23 7iepl aVjxcüv 0 NM\Z TBMH 

1T39 è<t>' a'îç 0 HMX>Ke MMH*e 

IC 6 èK <J)iA,oveiKÎaç OTZ AIOEOnpbNMtA pACnpbNMM 

This feature is important, because it is frequent in the translation of the abstracts 
and because it has its corollary in the main Epistle text, where the Commented MSS, 
almost equalling the TS version, show the same feature in a quite a number of cases, 
whereas the other MSS have a construction with a preposition e.g. Rom. 3, 21 (= 
Saturday of week 2); OTZ ZAKONA others, ZACONOMb M C Tf P30 and Rom. 5, 2 (Sunday 
week 3): OTZ ß-Epbi. i n O Z J P K M C T f P30, but Bspott S B Q R T H F A L W . This 
lends support to the thesis that the translation of the abstracts belongs to the same hand 
as that of the main text. 

4.5.1 A Special Case: the Treatment of the Greek Infinitive. 

The thesis that TS and CS are both renderings of a common source translation is corrob
orated by the following passages where a Greek infinitive is translated with an infinitive 
in CS, whereas TS chooses another construction. First, I present seven passages where 
TS has instead of the infinitive a construction using AA ("in order that"): 

E f 14 K a i -puàç acû6fjvca H NACZ CZITACTO A A N U CZITACêTZ 

A A NE 

nOCAOVftUAOT.TZ 

AA BbllCN(T,T 

A AA N6 OVjHATZ 

M 0 WNblkTXZ AA 

CZApASOMfTiApb-

CTBOVpriTZ 

A AA N€ tfklg^TZ 

CTblAZLTE 

AA npMAêTZ 

THMO'O-eM 

In the passages quoted above a "minimal variation" can be observed in TS, as we have 
already seen above, when dealing with the lexical features of CS and TS (the termino
logy is explained below, under "Editing in CS and TS"). 

In the following instances, CS has retained the infinitive in the Slavic, whereas TS pre
sents a participle : 

Co 22 (if) nXavaoQai N6 np-EAbUJATM CA 

IT 20 
IT 20 

(lavGóveiv 

uf| ôiôàoKeiv 

0V(HMTM 

H NC 0V(HMTM HMZ 

IT 27 
aùxàç 
rcepi TOü 0 i€*e 

IT 29 

2T5 

oax))poveîv 

Toijç vecuiépouç 

ufi aioxpœç Çfjv 

ÈXQeiv Ti | ió0eov 

LfËAOM^ApMTM 

WNblMMZ 

N6*6AM CKBpbNO 

*MTM 

npMMTH TMM0*6K) 

Hb 13 ôOùAOUç xe eivai 
Ro 14 ë|i())\)tov eivca TOV 

VÓU.OV 

Ro 22 amove, öè 
èyvcüKévcu 

pAEbl * e EblTM 

NACAJKA6NZ EblTM 

Z.AIC0NZ 

T-B^Z ?K€ NC 

pAZpV|M-KTM 

M pAEbl CffiWA 

CZBZZApACTbNOVf 

CffiUJK) Z.A(C0N0Vf 

TEMZ »6 N6 

noz,NABZiu€ K r o 
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8 ßeßaicoofivav OVjTBpbAMTM CA M£B1SlJjeNM EblTM 

16 nemazevKévav B'KpOBATM B'EpOBABZtf.e 

30 tÓV KOUpÖV xfjç Bp-KMA OLUbCTBMrA Bp-KMA OTZUJbCTBMrA 

àvaWoecoç auxou CBOWrO NACTOrATM WMOVf npMCT^nHBZLUe 

èveoxâvai 

Ro8 ufi ôeôwnoGai NC MOUJM 

Rol6 ôv)vaa6ai M0UJM 

Ro64 Si' äXkov 5è xctüxnv MN-ßMZ ÏK6 C£M NG 

un, owaaöcu MOUJM 0U.-ECTMTH CA 

è^aXei(|)0fivai 
Gal6 àpyeiv aùxà MCnpàZ,NHTM CA CMMZ 

IT 35 ëaeo9ai Kcapoûç EblTM Bp-EMCNà 

2T 17 ôià TO yevvàoSai ZANICWe pAWAATM CA 

2T20 àvdoxaaiv fjôr\ BZCKpbCCNMK OVfWe 

yeyovévai EblBZWe 2 2 

2T31 O7iév5ec0av Kal MffiHCNZ EblTM M 

uapxupeîv CZB^A^TêAbCTBOBATM 

Ef 14 7ia0eîv CTpAAATM 

Hb 10 xoû KETiauooai 0 WW€ npSCTATM 

In the following places CS translates the Greek infinitive with an infinitive, whereas 
it is replaced in TS by a finite verb, introduced sometimes by a subordinate sentence 
preceded by ICACO or rAico: 

N6 BZZM0W6 MTM 

MOUJbNO l€CTZ 

TO W6 NM ICAKO 

* € nOTp-EEMTZ CA 

ovptse ovfnpAWbNCNO 

TO EblCTZ 

tMCO Ef f iA^TZ 

Bp-EMCNA 

MMbWe EblBArffiTZ 

lAICO BZCICpbCeHMK 

ovjwe WCTZ 

EOrOBM BẐ NeCCNOVf 

EblTM M MffiHeNMICOVf 

MffiKffi BZZ.A 

KAICO npiSCTA 

The following eight instances show TS using the infinitive plus another case—mostly 
the dative instead of the accusative in CS—in rendering a Greek accusative cum infini
tive; in a single instance TS uses the other number (IT 37). 

1C 24 e l v c u xnv cruC-uyiav E b | T M cznp^>weNMi€ EbiTM CZBTVVENMK) 

npAZAbNOVf EblTM 

N6 N0B0VJ EblTM 

TAMNOVfieMOVf CCMOVf 

EblTM C6 EAArOAATM 

EOWMM 

oyjKe 5H5We socpCÈNne A, O^JKS scicp«Nkie EMBwe L, sacpceNkie ovfiKe K T K. The rendering of this accusative 
cum inf with a part construction is remarkable. See also the text of the Epistle itself (2 Tim. 2, 17-18, 
Saturday of week 33); there F A W present a dative absolute construction: sctpCNMK) EMBWO\J, while the 
other MSS offer a part clause (B Z Q R H K M T Tf P30 L), and only one has an inf: KUTM P. There 
is no uniformity between the abstracts and the Epistle text: Tf and P30 offer the part construction in 
the Epistle, but use the conj in the abstract, in agreement with C, which lacks the relevant Epistle text 
due to the loss of a folio. F A W opt for the part construction, presenting it in the A in the abstract, but 
in the D in the Epistle text; only L shows the same choice in the abstract and in the Epistle text. There 
might be some doubt, therefore, whether the translators of the abstracts were the same persons as those 
of the Epistles. If the scribes copying the Apostolos MSS were the same for all parts of it, one can only 
wonder whether their span of memory was really that short. 

2C23 
Ef 11 

cipyfiv eivcu 

ufi vecoxepov e îva i 

XÓ KCX0' f p ä c 

npAZbANO EblTM 

NC NOBO EblTM WW« 

NACZ TAMNhCTBO 

Ef 13 
u.t)axf|piov 
elvca xoruxnv 
eùôoKÎav xoû 6eo\J 

EblTM CMI€ 

EAArOBOAKNMI€Mb 

EOWMWMb 
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Co 21 fipynKÉvai npàZA^NOMZ E b |™ npAZAbNOVf EblTH 

l T h 2 2 ëoeoôai 7tapo"uciav E(T>AêTZ npMLUbCTSMK EblTH npMUJECTBMK) 

l T h 2 5 y ivecGai XTJV Ttavxrâv EblTM BbCEXZ EblTkl BbC^ÇZ 

ctAAayfiv MZ.M'BNKNMie np-BM-bNWNHK» 

Hb 18 eoeoöca xf)v rjcoxipi,-
C(V 

EblTM CZnàCeNMW EblTM CZnàCeNHW 

I T 37 KctGapà elvca KCù xà HMCTOMZ EblTM HMCTOVj EblTM M 

ßpcouaxa EpMJbNOMZ EpMUENOVj 

4.6 Editing in CS and TS 

CS follows the Greek more or less literally, using almost stereotypical means to render 
the lexicon (see "Lexical Features") and syntax of the Greek exemplar (see: "Morp-
hosyntactic Features"), which are most clearly visible in the rendering of the Greek 
infinitive. The translation technique of CS could well be described as one of "minimal 
synonymy" or "minimal variation"23 i.e. one which strives to avoid variation, even 
if contextually appropriate.24 TS, by contrast, introduces lexical and morphosyntactic 
variation and, thereby raises the level of synonymy, but has its own case of lack of 
synonymy in the predominant use of AA, as I have shown above with the translation of 
the infinitive and at the lexical level. If a further argument additional to those adduced 
above were needed to identify TS (like CS) as an edition of the available Slavic source 
translation, and not as a new and independent translation of the Greek, this would in 
itself be convincing enough. 

The above comparison of features demonstrates the far-reaching differentiation in 
the text of CS and TS, respectively. Considering these differences alone, one would re
ach the conclusion that both versions did, indeed, arise from two separate translations. 
Of these two, 75, which figures in the manuscripts C Tf and P30 (XHIth-XVIth cent.), 
should be the older one and CS the younger, since it is present in the manuscripts F A 
L W, of which the oldest is datable to the XVth century. Closer inspection, however, 
reveals that the dependence upon an earlier translation of the abstracts, proven for 7"5 in 
4.3.3 above, holds true not only for TS, but for CS as well. In fact, CS "misimproves" 
the text of the abstracts in a far greater number of cases than TS, evidently by virtue 
of an editing procedure oriented towards normalization and simultaneous graecization 
of an earlier Slavic translation. The following examples show this editing procedure to 
have been applied without proper recollation with the Greek exemplar used for verifi
cation: 

The former term belongs to Spasova 1994, whose study of the translators' and subsequent editors' idi
olects is the most thorough and reliable to date. Although the history of the Slavic text of the Homilies 
of Gregory of Nazianzus presents many similarities to that of the Euthalian abstracts (in a private com
munication, Dr Spasova even pointed out the possibility of identifying the editor of TS with one of the 
editors engaged in the Homilies), it would be premature to present such a conclusion before the text of 
the abstracts has been studied in its entirety. 
Cf. Thomson 1988, esp. p. 676 for the theoretical basis of such translation. 
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1. Ro 14: KO 14: 
Gr à7coôeiKvùç, CS CZICAZABZ, TS noiCÂ ovfiA. 
CS misimproves with the use of the past participle. 

2. 1C 8 and 21: 
Gr: TTiv HTytprndv, CS: CAOvpKe-NMW, TS: MAtuex̂ s. 
Here, the Greek exemplar may have been misread by CS, see edition below (Xa-
xpetav, "service" for urrtpinav, "stepmother"). 

3. 1C 18: 
Gr oÙK àrtoôéxexat ôè aùxoùç rcoioüvxac xà a%io"uaxa 
but he does not accept that they have these quarrels, 
CS Ne npMMMATM T-B^Z TBOpAMJHM^Z pACMbplA 

T S NC- npMKMAWTZ * e M (̂Z TBOpANJAtA pAZAOpbl. 

The inf (npMHMATM) of CS represents a misimprovement in editing. 

4. 1C41: 
Gr Kai rcepi A-oyiac xfjc eiç xoùç àyio-uç TcapaYyéXlei. 
and gives precepts about the collection for the saints; 
CS M 0 CZA0*6NMH klJKC KZ CBATblMMZ ZAnOB-BAOVftëTZ. 

T S M 0 nOAApMM CBATblMMZ np'BTMTZ . 

CS misimproves by trying to graecize the text. 

5. 2C5: 
Gr urrxprndv, CS ZAnpTjneNMie, TS MAWCX .̂ 

See above, ad IC 8 and 21. Here, the reading of CS ("order") is unintelligible. 

6. 2C 16: 
Gr SeiKvuaiv, CS noiCAZAiA, TS ICAJKCTZ. 

CS misimproves with the 'learned' participle ("showing"). 

7. 2C23: 
Gr Kai àpyf|v eivai Xoinbv xfiv 7iepixouT)v. 
and that the circumcision from now on was obsolete. 
CS M npA^bANO EblTM npOHeW OEp-BZ,ANMI€. 

T S M npA^AbNOVf EblTM OEp'KZ.ANMK). 

CS misimproves the source translation by eliminating the D cum inf. 

8. G a l l : 
Gr Kai uexaßaAouuevouc aùxoûç. 
and having changed. 
C S M np-EAOJKMBZUJMMZ CA MMZ. 

T S M np-ßM-ENALMA CA M^Z. 

CS misimproves by introducing an unwarranted D abs. 

9. Ef 11: 
Gr uf) vecoxepov eivai xö Ka6' fifxâç iruonpiov 
that the mystery that has come down to us is nothing new, 
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C S NE NOBO EblTkl WÏK6 BZ NACZ TAMNbCTBO. 

T S NC NOBOVf EblTM TAMNOV(t€MOVf CC-MO*{ (€JKe NA NàCZ. 

TS retains the D cum inf of the source translation, misimproved by the graeciza-
tion of CS. 

10. Co 24: 
Gr Kai Xoinöv raxpaiveaac, Kai roôe yoveüai Kai TéKVOIç, 

And further having admonished parents and children, 
CS M npose-w NAKAZABZ H cbAe poAme-Ae-MZ H HAAOMZ. 

T S TAHC- M CbA6 NAKAZ.ABZ 0TbU,A H A'STM. 

TS retains the Slavic word order and A of the source translation, misimproved in 
CS by graecization of 24 (and 25). 

11. ITh 18: 
Gr e îva i TOV edvatov ctroiAeiav , CS EbiTM czMpbTM riArovfEA, TS EbiTH czMpbTM 

NA nAro\fE/fi. 

CS misimproves the case form of riArovfEA by graecization. 

12. ITh 21: 
Gr Kai |ir|ôévi Ttpoaéxcxnv £7taYyeA.A.ouEvü) jtepi aÙTfjç 
CS NMHbTO >K6 BZNklMAtffiTZ O NKMb 

T S H NMKOrO * € nOCAOVfWAffiTZ nOB-ËAAtffiUJA 0 NKMb. 

CS misimproves the source translation by substituting NMHETO ("nothing"). 

13. 1 Th 23: 
Gr (boxe xoùç 7teptÀ£i7co(iévo\)ç Kai euptoKouévouç èv xrj rmépet eKeivrj 
that those who will be left and found on that day 
C S rAKOJKC OVfMpbUJMMMZ M OEp-ETAtëMblMMZ BZ AbNb ONZ 

T S tAKO OCTABZUJMM^Z H OEp-ETZWMMXZ CA BZ AbNb ONZ. 

CS misimproves the source translation, probably by editing without recourse to 
the Greek, ovfMpbtUMMMZ signifying "the dead", while TS' OCTABZUJHM)<Z means 
"those who are left". 

14. ITh 25: 
Gr ä|ia yap ytveaGai xf|v Tiavxcov aXAaynv ôiSâaKei 
because, he teaches, the deliverance will be at once for all. 
CS BZKOV|rr& EO EblTkl BbC£XZ MZM-fcNKNklKOVfHHTZ 

T S NZ BZICOVfn-fc EblTM BbCfc)C.Z np-bM-SNKNMhO OVfHMTZ. 

CS misimproves the case form (uzkm-uemM) by graecization. 
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15. IT 22: 
Gr TCCûç Kai OJioiouç e i v a i Sel T O ù ç KaOïaTauévovjç. 

how and with which qualit ies they should be appointed; CS CMCO M KALTKMb GbiTM 

nOAOEAKTZ npHCTABbhtkllCOMZ. 

T S KMCO M KALTEMZ nOAOEAl£TZ EEITkl nOCTABAfAKMblklMZ. 

CS mis improves the source translation by substantivizing the part. 

16. IT 27: 

Gr 7tepi TOO oco^povelv TOùç vecoxépotiç 

about the common sense of the younger 

CS 0 (€JK6 LfBAOM ÂpHTH hONblMMZ 

TS M 0 hONblM̂Z AA AA CZApABOMffiApbCTBOVfCTiTZ 

CS misimproves the source translation by trivializing the nominal component of 

the word. 

17. 1T35: 

Gr eiöóxa ëoeo0ai Kaipoùç 

knowing that there will be times 

C S BSAAUJA EblTH Bp-EMCNà 

T S BSAAUJK) rAKO E îAfTiTZ BpSMCNA 

CS mis improves the case form by graecization, because B-EAAUJK) refers to WMOVf 

(éccura)) in the preceding syntagm. 

18. 2T27: 
Gr urj TIC ÈE, a\)T(5v aTcaTnGfj. 

that no one may be deceived by them. 

CS AA N6 ICZTO OTZ NkTXZ nptAbCTMTZ CA. 

T S AA NHKZTO >K6 CA M Ẑ np-ßAbCTMTZ.. 

Sign of secondary recollation in CS, a mis improvement upon the source transla

tion, retained in TS. 

19. H b 4: 

G r 'E7ieiôfi o i ' Iovôcùoi èvtoTavTO TCû vóuco Kai Taiç o K t a î ç 

Since the Jews persisted in keeping to the Law and the shadows, 

CS nONCfte M W A C M npOTMBArAAXrTi CA Z,A(C0N0Mb M CSNbMZ 

T S noNejtie- îKMAOBC- C T O ^ P P . BZ Z,AICON"E M BZ C T W B ^ Z 

CS mis improves the source translation by recourse to the Greek. 

20. H b 25 : 

Gr nioTEV Te Ô£ÔiKat<âo9ai T O ù ç TiaTépaç o n u a i v e i , 

He explains that the fathers had been justified by the faith, 

CS B'KpOW» >K6 OnpABbAATM CA CA OTbUC-MZ NAZNAMC-NOVfWTZ 

T S B-Kporff» JK6 OVfnpAEMTM CA OTbUC-MZ CZKA^OV|l€TZ. 

CS mis improves the source translation by introducing an imperfective verb 

(OnpABbAATM CA). 
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TS, by contrast, essentially abridges and explicates the text, if need be, also without 
recollation upon the Greek of the abstract text: 

IT 33: 
Gr Kai UT|K£TI \)5poKoxelv. 
CS M NE KZ TOMOVf BOAbl nMTM. 

T S M N€ nMTM BOAbl NZ MàAO BMNA \AS% A'BAbMà. 

Here, u u o BMNA IAS'E A'EAbMA is added directly from the text of ITim. 5, 23 in TS' 
rendering of the abstract translation. 

Other instances of misimprovement in TS are: 

i. 1 C O 3 5 : 

Gr 7ive\)uaTOÇ eivai %Ayei, CS Aovp^ rAAroAWTZ EEITM, TS AOvp<A WCTZ. Here, 
TS misimproves the source translation by abridging and explicating. 

ii. Gal5: 
Gr xfrv OKiàv Kai xf|v Ttepixourrv, CS CBNb M oEp-ËZANW«, TS CTSNE oicpowNMrA. 

T5 misimproves the source translation by omitting the conjunction (M, "and") 
and making the second noun ("circumcision") dependent upon ctNb ("shadow"). 

iii. 2T28: 
Gr xf)v xfjç öioacncaAiac cxKpißeiav, CS ovpeNW HZS-ECTEN-E, TS ovfseNi« oriA-
CÊNWA. 

TS misimproves the source translation, perhaps by misreading the desinences of 
the last two words, e. g. ô nei-MA onAceNMK. 

iv. 2T31: 
Gr Kai ué/Uxiv cnrévôeooai Kai uapiupeiv 
CS M ̂ OLUßTZ M/ftHÊNZ EblTM M CBUAETeAbCTBOBATH 

T S M ̂ OTALUe KrO KOrOBM SZZNËCSNOVf EblTM M MffiHGNkllCOVf. 

TS explicates with EoroBM BZZ,NeceNOVf EbiTH; M̂ neNMicovf is a misimprovement 
upon the source translation's M .̂H6NOV| in TS. 

Whatever the flaws in the translation of CS or TS, they do not equal the major errors 
that mar e.g. the translation of the Acts, as have been shown with "Areopagos" (Acts, 
17, 19) or "Diopetes" (ibid. 19, 35).25 

4.7 Conclusions 

The existence of the CS and TS versions of the translation of the abstracts appears to 
be established by the foregoing: the adduced lexical and morphological features are 
in my view convincing enough for the existence of these two renderings of the ab
stracts. I think to have made it clear also that these two renderings are not independent 

see Bakker 1996 p. 120, 131. 
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new translations, but that they probably have their origins in a common Slavic source 
translation. The main arguments in favour of the existence of such a common Slavic 
source translation are the high number of congruent syntagms and the high degree of 
lexical agreement (over 40%), illustrated in the predominant translation of oriuaiveiv 
by NàZ,NàM6N0BàTM. The cases of interdependence of CS and TS, whether or not pos
tulating the use of the Glagolitic alphabet, also play an important role in rejecting the 
hypothesis of independent translation for CS and TS. 

The version of CS was attached to the continuous manuscripts (F A L W) and the 
TS version of that translation to manuscripts of the commented type (C Tf P30). An 
early dating for the origin of both versions is suggested by the fact that several errors 
can only be explained by the hypothesis that the Glagolitic alphabet was still in use at 
the time of origin of both CS and TS. As I already argued above, the research into the 
text of the Epistles themselves of the first part of this book does no longer supports a 
view of the history of the Slavic Apostolus text as a relatively simple process of histo
rical development, in which the oldest manuscripts (viz. the Lectionaries) represent the 
oldest version of the tradition, whereas the younger MSS contain a more recent deve
lopment of the text, with the 'Fourth Recension' as its final stage. The most important 
conclusion to be drawn is that the arrangement of the manuscripts along lines of their 
ordering of the textual material (lectionary, continuous or commented) has shown the 
existence of three types of Apostolos text, which can be distinguished almost throug
hout the whole text. For the continuous and the commented manuscripts this division 
gains strong support from the evident existence of the CS and TS versions of the Slavic 
translation of the abstracts in these two types of manuscripts, in accordance with the 
already apparent division between continuous and commented Apostolos manuscripts. 

4.8 The Position of OB and K 

The position of the witnesses OB and K still remains to be determined among the 
witnesses gathered for the abstracts of this Epistle selection. Of the nine witnesses for 
the abstracts, K is the most defective, because it lacks four of the ten abstracts that are 
scrutinized here. In the first stages of this part of my research I treated K—and OB 
as well—as members of the FALW group of manuscripts. In the case of K, this soon 
proved to be the wrong decision, for the links with the TS version appeared stronger 
and stronger. I therefore decided to treat K as a witness of the group of commented 
texts (manuscripts C, Tf, P30), which could be clearly established for the main Epistle 
text (cf. Preface to the Epistle text). This means that in the apparatus of the edition of 
the abstracts, K is regarded as a variant of the TS version of the Slavic abstracts. The 
apparatus shows, however, that there are reasons for regarding K as an edition of the 
translation of the TS version. The numerous singular lexical readings could offer ample 
evidence for that position. The fact, however, that it is a single witness and a defective 
one too has so far prevented me claiming this special status for K. The classification of 
K among the commented MSS is strengthened by the outcome of the research into the 
abstracts. In fact, it contains commentary on parts of 2 Tim., as can be concluded from 
the description by Bakker 1990. It has also become clear from the apparatus on the 
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main Epistle text that K shares many readings with C, Tf and P30.26 Thus external and 
internal evidence alike confirm K's classification among the commented manuscripts. 

OB forms a special case anyhow, because it is a non-manuscript witness, and a— 
relatively—young one at that. I recall that I only invoked this witness to increase the 
number and that I am still waiting for more witnesses of the Slavic translation of the 
abstracts to become available. As was the case for K, OB contains many instances 
of recollation with a Greek text and singular readings, but they are seldom common 
to K and OB. From the apparatus signs of contamination may also be observed in K 
and OB: sometimes it is contamination with each other, sometimes with CS or TS. All 
these facts, the low number of witnesses for both major versions and the singularity of 
K and OB in their own variation, compel me to reserve judgment on these two singular 
witnesses. They may turn out to be new renderings of CS (OB) or TS (K) respectively, 
but it will be necessary to expand the scope of research before such statements can be 
made. First, it will be necessary to widen the scope of attention to the abstracts of all 
Epistles, Pauline and Catholic, and also to the general Prologues to the Epistles and the 
Acts, which form part of the "Euthalian apparatus". Secondly, we need more witnesses 
to become available for research in this promising field. 

Another aspect that should not be neglected is the Greek exemplar. We have seen 
that in several cases Slavic variants can be retraced to one of the variants in the Greek 
text that has come to our attention (attributed to Euthalius or Oecumenius; for details 
I refer to the apparatus of the edition on the following pages). The possibility must 
be envisaged that the sometimes large divergences of K as well as OB from the other 
witnesses have their origin in the Greek exemplar they used. For K this is no more 
than a possibility to be remembered, but for the Bible of Ostrog (OB) it is known 
that existing Western Bibles were used in its preparation (Vulgate, Biblia 1565 and the 
Complutensis Polyglot Bible; cf. F. J. Thomson in J. Krasovec (ed.) 1998, pp. 674-
684). Since consulting the copies of these two editions, preserved in Dutch libraries 
has revealed that only in the Complutensis Polyglot Bible Greek abstracts are provided, 
which slightly differ from the versions attributed to Euthalius and Oecumenius, but 
which do not agree with the variants of OB or K, no conclusions can be drawn regarding 
the use of a specific Greek original. We have to keep an eye open for the possibility, 
especially in the case of OB, that yet another version of the Greek abstracts than that 
attributed to Euthalius or Oecumenius may have been used, but up to now we do not 
know which version. With regard to the abstracts in general, the restriction must be 
borne in mind at all times that the Greek original does not have a securely established 
text, is of an unclear provenance and is attributed to at least two authors, whose identity, 
dates and possible relations are equally uncertain. 

I should add the cautionary remark here that expansion of the range of research will 
be absolutely essential if results claimed here are to be confirmed. In the first place, all 
abstracts will have to be covered, both those of the Pauline and the Catholic Epistles. In 

26 As remarked above (cf. Preface of Part I, "The Grouping of MSS"), the possibility must be envisaged 
that K is an example of a commented text, from which the comments have been stripped to produce a 
continuous, 'reading' text. (cf.Gorskij & Nevostrujev 1855/9, pp. 74-76; Alekseev 1980, p. 31 and 
1988, pp. 573-574; Grünberg 1996, p. 52.) The comments on 2 Tim. in K could be the remnants of a 
complete series of explanations. 
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the second place, more witnesses will have to be consulted, both from the commented 
and the continuous groups of manuscripts. The former class of witnesses will be the 
most difficult to lay hands on. It will also be very important to elucidate further the 
text of the Greek original, the possible source of the imoQeaeiq that we find attributed 
to Euthalius and Oecumenius and the relations between the various manuscripts con
taining the Greek text, hopefully resulting in a critical edition. In addition, the Slavic 
translations of other parts of the so-called Euthalian apparatus will have to play a role 
in further study of these particular parts of the Apostolus manuscript witnesses. In the 
first place I think of the general prologues to the Acts, Pauline and Catholic Epistles, 
because these play a part in the argument about the authenticity of the Euthalian mate
rial (cf. supra "The authorship of the Abstracts"). I have already noted the presence of 
these prologues in parts of the Slavic witnesses which I consulted for this study. 


